9.45-10.00 Coffee and snacks before official start

10.00-10.10 Formal greetings from the side of project organizers

10.10-10.40 **Ingrid Ott**, Stability and bifurcation as a consequence of economic policy

10.40-11.10 **Vladimir Korzinov**, Pervasive enough? General Purpose Technologies as an Emergent Property

11.10-11.20 Short break

11.20-11.50 **André Lorentz**, Evolutionary Micro-founded Technical Change and the Kaldor-Verdoorn Law: Estimates from an Artificial World

11.50-12.20 **Moritz Müller**, On the training and selection effects of foreign and local universities for students from the developing world

12.20-12.30 Short break

12.30-13.45 Lunch break plus coffee

13.45-14.15 **Stefano Bianchini**, Does persistence of innovation spur persistence of growth?

14.15-14.45 **Ivan Savin**, Replicator dynamics in value chains: explaining some puzzles of market selection

14.45-15.00 End of the workshop